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The surfaces of transition-metal oxides with the perovskite structure are fertile grounds for the discovery of
novel electronic and magnetic phenomena. In this article, we combine scanning transmission electron microscopy
(STEM) with density functional theory (DFT) calculations to obtain the electronic and magnetic properties of
the (001) surface of a (LaFeO3)8/(SrFeO3)1 superlattice film capped with four layers of LaFeO3. Simultaneously
acquired STEM images and electron-energy-loss spectra reveal the surface structure and a reduction in the
oxidation state of iron from Fe3+ in the bulk to Fe2+ at the surface, extending over several atomic layers, which
signals the presence of oxygen vacancies. The DFT calculations confirm the reduction in terms of oxygen
vacancies and further demonstrate the stabilization of an exotic phase in which the surface layer is half metallic
and ferromagnetic, while the bulk remains antiferromagnetic and insulating. Based on the calculations, we predict
that the surface magnetism and conductivity can be controlled by tuning the partial pressure of oxygen.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.94.045123
I. INTRODUCTION
The breaking of symmetry in transition-metal oxides
(TMOs), such as at an interface with another material or
at a surface, leads to novel physical phenomena [1]. While
oxide interfaces have been studied widely, their surfaces
are starting to garner interest only recently with reports
of observation of two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG)
[2–4], superconductivity [5], and chiral magnetism [6]. Oxide
surfaces also display excellent activity for water splitting and
are promising candidates to replace the expensive noble metal
catalysts that are currently in use [7,8]. Moreover, due to
the strong coupling between the functionalities of oxides and
external parameters such as electric or magnetic fields and
oxygen partial pressure [9–11], it may also be possible to tune
the properties of oxide surfaces for novel applications [12–14].
Control over the functionalities of oxide surfaces, how-
ever, requires extensive quantitative information about their
structure and behavior at the atomic scale to enable the
construction of a comprehensive, predictive theoretical model.
The chemical complexity of TMOs together with the presence
of competing order parameters makes atomic-scale character-
ization of their surfaces a particularly challenging task and
is one of the reasons that oxide surfaces have not received
as much attention as oxide interfaces. Scanning tunneling
microscopy (STM) [15] is an excellent technique to map
the atomic and electronic structure of metals. The STM
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has been used to characterize the surface of heavily doped
SrTiO3 [16] and, more recently, of metallic perovskites such as
SrRuO3 [17] and mixed-valence manganites (A1−xCaxMnO3,
where A = Bi, La) [18–20]. Many widely studied TMOs
are, however, wide-bandgap insulators and as a result are
unsuitable for STM characterization. As is the case with
sp-bonded semiconductors and binary oxides, TMO surfaces
undergo reconstruction, with implications on the structure,
chemistry, and properties of one or more subsurface layers.
While STM can give very good information about the details of
surface reconstruction, altered properties of subsurface layers
cannot be examined, even for conductive surfaces. Transmis-
sion electron microscopy (TEM) performed in cross-section
provides an alternative route to overcome these challenges
and has been used to characterize surfaces of metals, alloys,
binary oxides [21–25], and a few insulating TMOs, namely
SrTiO3 [21,22,26] and LaAlO3 [23,27].
In this article, we combine aberration-corrected scanning
transmission electron microscope (STEM) imaging and elec-
tron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) [28] with first-principles
density functional theory (DFT) calculations to characterize
the electronic and magnetic properties of the (001) surface
of a (LaFeO3)8/(SrFeO3) superlattice capped with four layers
of LaFeO3. From STEM imaging, we find the surface of the
film to be terminated with a LaO layer. From STEM EELS,
we observe a reduction in the oxidation state of iron from
3+ in the bulk to 2+ at the surface, which is indicative
of the formation of oxygen vacancies. The reduced region
extends over approximately four unit cells from the surface
(∼1.5 nm). We combine the structural information gathered
from STEM/EELS with DFT calculations to obtain further
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information about the electronic and magnetic properties of
reduced LaFeO3 surfaces. We find that the electrons introduced
by the LaO-termination and by oxygen vacancies in the
reduced surface region are localized at the surface LaFeO3
unit cell. Based on the DFT calculations, we predict that the
system is close to a phase transition: By introducing additional
oxygen vacancies at the surface and consequently reducing the
surface below Fe2+, it is possible to stabilize an exotic phase
where the surface layer displays a half-metallic ferromagnetic
(FM) behavior with a spin-polarized 2DEG, while the bulk
remains antiferromagnetic (AFM) and insulating. Overall, our
results demonstrate that the combination of STEM/EELS with
DFT calculations provides a powerful tool to characterize
the electronic properties of TMO surfaces and enables their
engineering for novel applications.
II. METHODS
A. Film growth
The (LaFeO3)8/(SrFeO3)1 superlattice film was grown on
the TiO2-terminated SrTiO3 (001) single crystal by ozone-
assisted molecular beam epitaxy. The superlattice was grown
at a substrate temperature of 650 ◦C under ozone pressure
of 2 × 10−6 Torr. The layering sequence was deposited as
[(LaO/FeO2) × 4 + (SrO/FeO2) + (LaO/FeO2) × 4] and re-
peated four times. The superlattice periodic structure was mon-
itored by in-situ reflection high-energy electron diffraction.
B. STEM and EELS characterization
Cross-sectional samples were used for the paper and
were prepared using conventional mechanical polishing and
ion-milling process. The STEM annular dark-field (ADF)
and annular bright-field (ABF) imaging were carried out
in an aberration-corrected Nion UltraSTEM200 microscope
operating at 200 kV, while STEM-EELS measurements were
carried out in a Nion UltraSTEM100 microscope operated at
100 kV equipped with a Gatan Enfina EEL spectrometer. Both
the microscopes are equipped with a fifth-order aberration
corrector. The EELS collection semi-angle was 48 mrad,
and the EEL spectra were recorded from 490 to 892 eV
with 0.3 eV ch−1 and 0.5 sec pixel−1 dwell time. The STEM
specimen thickness was kept within 0.3–0.4 inelastic mean
free paths (25–35 nm). We followed the procedure used in
Refs. [29] and [30] to extract the Fe L3/L2 ratio. We first
performed principal component analysis (PCA) on the EEL
spectrum to remove random noise. We then removed the
background below the Fe L3,2 peak using a power-law fit
from (663–703) eV. We used a Hartree-Slater cross-section
function available in Digital Micrograph [31] to approximate
the continuum contribution. The L3/L2 ratio was determined
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under L3 peak (707–714.5 eV), L2 peak (719.5–727 eV), and







σ (Region1) are the
integrated area under the Hartree-Slater cross-section under
L3, L2, and Region1, respectively. This procedure was also
used to extract the L3/L2 ratio of the reference specimens.
C. DFT calculations
The DFT calculations were performed using a plane-wave
basis set with a cutoff energy of 500 eV and the projector-
augmented wave (PAW) method [32] as implemented within
the Vienna ab initio Simulation Package (VASP) code [33,34].
Electron exchange and correlation effects were described
within the spin-polarized Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE)
functional [35]. We used slabs with a (2 × 2 × 5) supercell
of the five-atom perovskite unit-cell and ∼15 ˚A of vacuum
for the calculations. The slabs were symmetrical with both the
surface having either FeO2 or LaO termination. To simulate the
epitaxial growth on SrTiO3, the in-plane lattice constants were
constrained to match the theoretical SrTiO3 lattice constant of
3.952 ˚A. In order to simulate a thick slab, the atoms in the
middle layer of the slab were fixed to the atomic positions
within bulk LaFeO3 (with a−a−c+ tilt) strained to SrTiO3.
The ions in the remaining layers were allowed to relax until
forces per ion were smaller than 10 meV ˚A−1. The Brillouin
zone was sampled using a 2 × 2 × 1 Monkhorst−Pack k-point
mesh [36] for relaxations and a denser 6 × 6 × 1 -centered
mesh for electronic calculations. Further, transition-metal
atoms, such as Fe, have localized d electrons, giving rise to
strong correlations that are usually not correctly described by
generalized gradient approximation (GGA). To address this
issue we have included the effect of strong correlations by
using the DFT + U approach [37]. Specifically, we used the
rotationally invariant approach from Dudarev et al. [38] to
DFT + U , in which only one effective Hubbard parameter
Ueff = U − J is used, with U and J being Hubbard repulsion
and intra-atomic exchange, respectively, for the electrons in
the localized d states. We used Ueff of 5.1 eV for Fe for the
electronic calculations, based on the work by Hong et al. [39].
The formation energies of oxygen vacancies have also been
calculated using GGA + U , as the vacancy formation energy
obtained using GGA have been shown to be significantly
higher than the experimental values in bulk LaxSr1−xFeO3−δ
[40] solid solutions. We also repeated some of the calculations
with a (2 × 2 × 7) slab with seven-perovskite unit cell thick-
ness and find the results to be in agreement with those obtained
for the (2 × 2 × 5) slab.
We followed the procedure used in Refs. [41] and [42] to
calculate the oxygen vacancy formation energy with respect
to the stoichiometric LaO or FeO2 surface without vacancies.











where ELaFeO3−n and ELaFeO3 are the calculated energies of
a LaFeO3 slab with n oxygen vacancies and without any
vacancies, respectively, and GO2 is the Gibbs free energy of
an oxygen molecule. We have neglected the vibrational and
configurational entropy contributions to the free energy of the
LaFeO3 slab, as the difference in their values with and without
vacancies is found to be minimal [43,44].
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FIG. 1. Thin film structure, surface termination, and octahedral tilt profile. (a) HAADF STEM image of [110]pc-oriented
(LaFeO3)8/(SrFeO3) superlattice thin film grown on SrTiO3 substrate. The inset shows the atomic structure of the surface the film.
(b) Set of HAADF and ABF STEM images showing atomic column positions of the thin film up to the outermost surface layer (the
arrow points toward the surface) and the profile of alternating oxygen octahedral tilts measured from the ABF STEM image.
The free energy of the oxygen molecule is defined as [42,45]
GO2 = μO2 (T ,P ) = μO2 (T ,P 0) + EO2 + kT ln(P/P 0),
(3)
where μO2 (T ,P ) is the experimentally measured chemical
potential of oxygen molecule at any given temperature T
and partial pressure P , EO2 is the DFT calculated energy
of an oxygen molecule in vacuum in triplet state, k is the
Boltzmann’s constant, and P 0 is 1 atm.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A high-angle ADF (HAADF) STEM image of the ∼15 nm
thick (LaFeO3)8/(SrFeO3) superlattice film oriented along
the [110]pc direction (pc denotes pseudocubic) is shown in
Fig. 1(a). As the contrast in a HAADF STEM image is roughly
proportional to Z2 [28], with Z being the atomic number, the
cation columns in the thin film can be clearly observed in
Fig. 1(a), while the oxygen columns are invisible (Z = 8) due
to dynamic range constraints. Since Sr is lighter than La, the
SrO layers appear darker.
Figure 1(b) shows a HAADF image of a magnified region
of the film surface, which appears terminated by a LaO layer.
A clearer picture of the surface appears in a simultaneously
acquired phase-contrast image formed on an ABF detector
[46], as shown in Fig. 1(c). In addition to the LaO-terminated
surface layer, the subsurface FeO2 layer is also visible in
the ABF image. Moreover, the oxygen columns in the FeO2
layer lying in between Fe atoms also appear as a set of
extra spots (compared to the HAADF image). The oxygen
columns do not lie in the same straight line with Fe columns
due to the presence of octahedral tilts along [100]pc and
[010]pc directions [47], in agreement with the reported Pbnm
symmetry of LaFeO3 in bulk [48] and thin-film form [49];
remarkably, this effect appears to persist up to the surface unit
cell. Overall, STEM imaging provides essential information
about the surface termination and the octahedral tilt pattern of
the film.
In order to map the chemistry of the surfaces, we performed
EELS line scans on the film. Figure 2(a) shows an ADF image
of a representative region where EELS scans were performed
focused in an energy loss window of (490–890) eV to study
the variations in O K , Fe L, and La M edges within the film.
On moving from the bulk of the film toward its surface, we
observed significant changes in the Fe L edge. The Fe L edge
arises from transitions of 2p core electrons to final states with
s and 3d orbital content, whereby the shape and position of the
peaks are sensitive to the oxidation state and the local bonding
environment of the Fe atoms [50]. The edge is composed of
the L3 peak with an onset at ∼708 eV and the L2 peak with
an onset at ∼720 eV. The separation between the two peaks is
a consequence of the spin-orbit splitting of the core 2p states
from where the electrons are excited. The L3 peak undergoes
further splitting into two peaks depending on the coordination
of the oxygen atoms around iron (referred to as crystal-field
splitting). It is known [30,50] that on reduction from Fe3+ to
Fe2+, the maximum of the L3 peak shifts lower in energy from
710 eV to 708 eV, respectively.
The reduction of Fe3+ to Fe2+ is also associated with an
increase in the intensity of the L2 peak with respect to the
L3 peak, and the change in the ratio of the L3 to L2 peak
intensity (Fe L3/L2 ratio) shows a linear trend with reduction
[30]. Figure 2(b) shows the Fe L peaks obtained from the top
five layers from the surface of the film. On comparing them
with reference spectra obtained from bulk compounds with
Fe2+ and Fe3+ (see Supplemental Material [51] for details
on the standard specimens), we find that the surface of the
film is reduced from ∼Fe(3+,4+) in the bulk of the film to
∼ Fe2+ in the surface region. This region extends to roughly
four unit cells from the surface. In order to quantify the
change in oxidation state, we used the EELS data to extract
the Fe L3/L2 ratio [29,30] across the thickness of the film;
it is displayed in Fig. 2(c). The L3/L2 ratio shows a dip
in the regions that have a layer of SrFeO3. The addition of
Sr increases the Fe oxidation state above 3+, and previous
EELS studies on Fe4+ compounds show that the L3/L2 ratio
decreases on moving from Fe3+ to Fe4+ [52]. However, in
contrast to Fe2+ compounds where the L3 peak shifts to lower
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FIG. 2. Surface reduction from STEM EELS. (a) HAADF image of the [100]pc-oriented superlattice structure selected for core-loss EELS
with the line showing the region from where the spectra was obtained. (b) The EEL spectra of Fe L edge for the top five unit cells from the
surface. (c) Change in the ratio of the L3 to L2 peak intensity of Fe (L3/L2 ratio) along the EELS line scan. The horizontal regions shaded in
green and pink show the L3/L2 ratio of standard specimens having Fe3+ and Fe2+, respectively. The vertical regions shaded in gray highlight
the SrFeO3 layers in the superlattice. The black arrows point toward the surface.
energy, in Fe4+ compounds it remains at the same energy as
in Fe3+ (see Supplemental Material Fig. S2 [51]). Thus, the
Fe L edge EELS results provide strong evidence of reduction
of the surface of the film from a combination of 3+ and 4+
oxidation states to 2+ at the surface, with the reduction being
confined to four unit cells of the surface.
Besides the distinctive changes in the Fe L3,2 edge, O K
edge also conveys information on the oxidation state of Fe.
Figure 3 shows O K edge fine structure for the upper part of
the film, including the surface. The first peak (denoted by A)
around 530 eV has been attributed to transitions from 1s core
states to unoccupied O 2p states hybridized with Fe 3d states
[53,54]. The second peak (denoted by B) around 535 eV has
been attributed to transitions to empty O 2p states hybridized
with La d states [55]. Suppression of peak A and change
in separation between the A and B peaks (E = B − A)
have been recognized as indicators of change in oxidation
state of the transition-metal cations in perovskites [29,56,57].
For the superlattice film, a suppression of peak A and the
decrease in E at the surface layer are indeed evident in the
O K fine structure profile, as shown in Fig. 3 and the inset
graph, respectively. We can thus conclude that the oxidation
state of the Fe is reduced owing to oxygen deficiency at the
surface.
The properties of Fe-based compounds vary widely with
the oxidation state of Fe [58–61]. Hence, to understand the
effect of surface reduction of the film on its electronic and
magnetic properties, we used DFT calculations. While the
superlattice contains a nominal amount of SrFeO3, it is evident
from STEM-EELS [Fig. 2(c)] that Fe remains in 3+ oxidation
state in the bulk of the film except for ∼1 unit cell regions
around the SrFeO3 layers. Moreover, from STEM imaging, we
find both the interface with SrTiO3 and the surface of the film
are terminated with a LaO layer. Therefore, we investigated
the electronic properties of symmetric LaFeO3 slabs with both
surfaces terminated with LaO layer, as shown in Fig. 4(a),
which results in an overall La-rich stoichiometry.
From a purely ionic scenario, La donates three valence
electrons, and oxygen accepts two. Each LaO layer therefore
FIG. 3. The EELS analysis of O K edge. Comparison of O K
edges obtained at the FeO2 atomic layers from the inside of the film
(numbered 1) to the outmost surface (numbered 5) from an EELS line
scan. The inset shows the decrease in separation between Peak B and
A (E) on moving toward the surface.
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FIG. 4. Electronic structure of LaFeO3 slabs with insulating surface. (a) Structure of LaO-terminated LaFeO3 slab showing the top three
layers from the surface along with Fe-3d DOS for the corresponding layers. (b) Spin isosurface showing charge ordering of Fe atoms in the
subsurface Fe-O layer of the slab shown in (a). (c) Structure of the LaFeO3 slab with an oxygen vacancy concentration nV = 0.25 in the
subsurface Fe-O layer along with Fe-3d DOS for the corresponding layers. (d) Spin isosurface of the subsurface Fe-O layer with nV = 0.25.
donates 1e− that is shared equally by its two neighboring FeO2
layers. The extra LaO layer in the slab, therefore, contributes an
additional 0.5e− per unit cell. As shown in the layer-resolved
3d density of states (DOS) of Fe in the three different layers in
Fig. 4(a), we find the extra 0.5e− per unit cell to be confined to
the surface unit cell, which includes the LaO surface layer and
the subsurface FeO2 layer. In bulk LaFeO3, Fe3+ is present in
a high-spin state with octahedral coordination, and the five d
electrons occupy three t2g and two eg states in one spin channel
with the conduction-band minima being made of empty t2g
states in the other spin channel. The half electron per unit
cell donated by the extra LaO surface layer can, in principle,
be shared equally by the Fe atoms in the surface unit cell,
which would result in a metallic state with one of the d states
being half filled. However, we find that the system undergoes a
charge ordering with one electron being shared by every other
Fe atom, as shown in the spin isosurface of the occupied surface
state in Fig. 4(b), which leads in an overall insulating state.
Thus, half of the Fe atoms in the surface unit cell are in Fe2+
state, with the remaining half in Fe3+ oxidation state and, as
guided by Goodenough-Kanamori rules [62,63], the magnetic
ordering of the slab due to Fe3+−O−Fe3+ and Fe2+−O−Fe3+
superexchange interactions remains G-type AFM as that of
bulk LaFeO3 [48].
Oxide surfaces are prone to the formation of oxygen
vacancies [64–66], and, as discussed above, we also observe
the presence of oxygen vacancies at the surface of the
superlattice film from O K edge EELS. In order to reduce
the surface layer to Fe2+ as observed in EELS, we introduced
oxygen vacancies to the surface unit cell of the slab. Every
neutral oxygen vacancy introduces two electrons to the system,
whereby we need an additional 0.5e− per unit cell to achieve
a surface oxidation state of 2+. We use (2 × 2) slabs in our
calculations with four Fe and eight O atoms in every FeO2
layer. Consequently, we need one oxygen vacancy for each
surface of the slab to achieve a surface oxidation state of
Fe2+ or a vacancy concentration per unit cell area, nV = 0.25.
We find the formation energy of creating a vacancy in the
surface LaO layer to be ∼1 eV higher than creating one in
the subsurface FeO2 layer. Figure 4(c) shows the structure
of the slab with nV = 0.25. Even in the presence of the
vacancy, the FeOx polyhedra tilts persist for the surface layer,
in agreement with the STEM ABF image in Fig. 1(b). We
find that the additional electrons from the oxygen vacancy
completely occupy one of the three t2g states for all the surface
Fe atoms, as shown in the layer-resolved DOS in Fig. 4(c) (thus
reducing them to Fe2+), and overall the slab remains insulating
with G-type AFM ordering, as shown in the spin isosurface in
Fig. 4(d).
Oxygen vacancies at SrTiO3 surfaces have been proposed
to lead to the formation of 2DEG at the surface [2]. In order
to examine whether such a metallic behavior could also be
achieved in the LaFeO3 slabs, we systematically introduced
additional oxygen vacancies in the surface unit cell. As shown
in the Supplemental Material (Fig. S3) [51], we find the
formation energy for creating additional surface vacancies
to be small (within 0.5 eV from the formation energy of
nV = 0.25), which suggests it is energetically possible to add
more vacancies by varying the partial pressure of oxygen in
experiments. We also find the vacancies to be energetically
more favorable to form in the subsurface FeO2 layer than the
surface LaO layer for all concentrations.
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FIG. 5. Half-metallic ferromagnetism at the surface. (a) Magnetic
configuration of the LaFeO3 slab with a vacancy concentration
nV = 1 in the subsurface Fe-O layer. (b) Fe 3d DOS of the top
three unit cells from the surface with the stable surface ferromagnetic
configuration. (c) Difference in energy between the ferromagnetic and
antiferromagnetic coupling of the surface Fe spins as a function of
vacancy concentration in the subsurface Fe-O layer. A negative energy
corresponds to stable ferromagnetic configuration. (d) Spin isosurface
of the subsurface Fe-O layer with nV = 1 and with ferromagnetic
ordering of surface Fe spins.
The inclusion of additional vacancies, however, leads to
significant changes in the electronic and magnetic behavior
of the surfaces. On adding two vacancies to each surface of
the slab or nV = 0.5, the system still maintains an overall
insulating state, with the additional electrons occupying the
empty t2g states of the Fe atoms in the second unit cell from
the surface. The electronic structure for different vacancy
concentrations is discussed in the Supplemental Material (Fig.
S4) [51]. Here we focus on the case with four vacancies on each
surface of the slab or nV = 1. As shown in Fig. 5(a), the four
vacancies have been ordered in a fashion such that they form
a corner-connected tetrahedral network around the Fe atoms,
which is commonly observed in the brownmillerite structure
[67]. The change from octahedral to tetrahedral coordination
also changes the ordering of the crystal-field split Fe d states,
with eg states moving to lower energy compared to t2g states
under tetrahedral coordination, as can be seen for the surface
layer-resolved DOS in Fig. 5(b).
The change from octahedral to tetrahedral coordination
in bulk Fe-compounds is often associated with changes in
magnetic ordering, such as in magnetite Fe3O4 [68]. Hence,
we carried out further calculations to find the ground-state
magnetic configuration of the slab with reduced tetrahedrally
coordinated surfaces. Indeed, we find the most stable magnetic
ordering to be the case where the surface Fe moments align
ferromagnetically, while the bulk moments remain G-type
antiferromagnetically ordered, as shown in Fig. 5(a). The
difference in energy of the surface FM and G-type AFM
configuration is plotted in Fig. 5(c) for different vacancy
concentrations. We find a transition from AFM to FM ordering
of the surface moments for nV between 0.5 and 0.75, using both
GGA and GGA + U approaches. Furthermore, for nV = 1,
the surface FM structure is found to be robust compared to
G-type AFM ordering with an energy difference of ∼40 meV
(60 meV) per iron atom, calculated by using GGA + U
(GGA).
Moreover, we find that the transition to the surface FM
structure also leads to half-metallic surface states (of eg
character), as shown in the layer-resolved DOS in Fig. 5(b),
while the bulk of the slab remains insulating, thus resulting
in a spin-polarized 2DEG that is confined to the surface
unit cell. From the spin isosurface for the occupied surface
states shown in Fig. 5(d), we find that the electrons are
localized in between iron sites (at the oxygen vacancies),
which suggests that ferromagnetism arises due to coupling
through the eg conduction electrons as opposed to the double-
exchange mechanism mediated through oxygen 2p states that
is commonly observed in half-metallic perovskites [69,70].
IV. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we predict the formation of a spin-polarized
2DEG at the surface of (001) LaFeO3 surface terminated with a
LaO layer when excess surface oxygen vacancies are present.
Based on STEM-EELS, we show that Fe is reduced to 2+
and the surface reduction is confined to four unit cells at
the surface. We find that the additional electrons due to the
reduction are confined to the surface region. We find that
further reduction of the surface region results in filling up
of unoccupied eg states along with a transition to half-metallic
surface state wherein the moments of the surface Fe-atoms are
aligned ferromagnetically, while the bulk layers remain AFM
and insulating. We, therefore, propose that it might be possible
to achieve a spin-polarized 2DEG on LaO-terminated LaFeO3
surfaces by changing the partial pressure of oxygen. Based
upon our observation that the half-metallic surface states are
observed over a large filling of eg occupancy, it might also be
possible to achieve such a novel behavior on reduced surfaces
of other perovskite TMOs.
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